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Another pair
of dead
batteries!
Better
order some
more.

Maybe we should’a taken
better care of ‘em.
Those batteries have a long
lead time, so it’s gonna hurt
our readiness rate!

Are you being hurt by
readiness drivers?

See Page 1 for more info.
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The same is true of your equipment.
it must be maintained, exercised, and
constantly fine-tuned so that it’s as
ready as you are when needed.
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Readiness rates tell the Army how well
its equipment is being maintained. A high
readiness rate means equipment is battle
ready. A low rate means equipment is
deadlined and waiting for parts to bring
it back up to speed. The availability of
those parts plays a huge factor in the
readiness of equipment.
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Connie’s Post Scripts

PT means getting up during dark, early
morning hours for long, hard workouts.
it could be raining, icy cold or blistering
hot, but you’re still there, day after
day. That’s because you understand it’s
a vital way to ensure both mind and body
are ready for the rigors ahead.
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You’re in the
Readiness
Driver’s Seat

Admit it.
some of
you aren’t
huge fans
of PT.
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Units that take good care of their
equipment have to order fewer
replacement parts. Their equipment is
able to work harder and longer because
small problems are fixed before they can
become big problems. That’s the heart of
preventive maintenance (PM).

60-61

if equipment isn’t cared for properly,
parts break down.
in some cases, large amounts of those
parts have to be ordered to keep
equipment functioning. When demand goes
too high, the supply system is unable to
keep up and long lead times result .
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Readiness rates take a nosedive.
For that reason, these parts
are known as readiness drivers. in
this and subsequent issues of PS,
you’ll find articles that highlight
specific readiness drivers. the
NSNS for these readiness drivers
will be highlighted, so Take them
to heart.
By practicing good PM, those
parts can help drive readiness
rates up instead of down.
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Administrative Assistant to the Secretary of the Army
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CoMBAT VEHICLES

Stryker FOV…

what’s
the matter
with you?

A coolant
hose busted
and now I’m
steamed!

ut:

Stay on track with these stories abo
•
•
•
•
•

Stryker coolant hoses
ing
M88A1 boom pivot pin lub g
kin
M88-series winch cable kin
ck
M113-series final drive che
s
tip
PM
r
itze
M119A2 how

DON’T NEGLECT
coolant HOSES!
COOLANT
M echanics, inspect the coolant supply hose, NSN 4720-01-459-8689, for the perm

sonnel and engine coolant circulating heater (PECCH) in all of your unit’s Strykers
right away.
Normal wear, excessive heat and acidic buildup in the coolant can cause the hose
to rupture. If that happens, anyone sitting at the commander’s station could be burned
with hot coolant. Also, loss of coolant can cause the engine to overheat.
After the initial inspection, check the hose every six
Inspect hose every six months
months for signs of leaking or damage and replace it
and replace at least annually
if necessary. At a minimum, replace the hose every 12
months. The semi-annual inspection is being added to
each Stryker’s -13&P IETM. That’s also where you’ll
find the procedures for replacing the hose.
TACOM ground precautionary action message 14021 has hotlinks to the updated PMCS tables. You’ll
find the message on the TACOM-Unique Logistics
Support Applications (TULSA) website at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/
message.cfm?id=GPA14-021.html
You’ll need your CAC and first-time users must
first request access.
Note:
This hose
Questions? Contact TACOM’s Richard Morgan at
is a known
DSN 786-6710, (586) 532-6710 or email:
Readiness
richard.d.morgan.civ@mail.mil
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M88A1
Recovery
Vehicle…

Don’t Neglect

Also, order a
tarp to cover
the top of your
vehicle, especially
the boom tubes.

BOOM PIVOT PINS

Looks like
you’re ready
to ride to the
rescue.

Tarp keeps
rainwater
out of
boom
tubes

Rainwater falls
straight down the
boom tubes and
fills the hull.

Not really.
My boom pivot
pins are so
rusty I can’t
even raise my
lance!

That moisture
doesn’t help the
rust situation for
the boom pivot
pins, either!
Use NSN 2540-01330-8062 to order
a 12X17-ft tan tarp.

NSN 2540-00-6537589 brings the
olive drab version.
Even if you drain the hull regularly, some of
that water is going to evaporate and condense
right onto the main winch and the hoist winch drum.
That gives rust a foothold in those areas, so
using a tarp is vital tO keEping moisture out.

Mechanics, your M88A1 recovery
vehicle is the knight in shining armor
on the battlefield, rushing in to
tow disabled vehicles to safety.

But your M88A1 will be a
rusty knight if you don’t lube
the boom foot pivot pins and
the boom pivot pins.

Unlubed pins eventually
rust in place. You can
tell that’s happened
when the boom pivot pin
rotates as you raise or
lower the boom.

later on…

Be sure to lube your

You’re all
lubed now.
Feeling
better?

You bet! Now that I’ve
been rescued, let’s head to
the field. it’s time to do a
little rescuing myself!

M88A1 recovery vehicle’s
boom foot pivot pins and
boom pivot pins quarterly
with GAA, just like it says
in TM 9-2350-256-20-1.

Don’t forget to lube boom foot pivot pins…

…and boom pivot pins
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M88-Series Recovery
Vehicles…

M113-Series FOV…
you lOok
teRrible!
Nobody checKed
the OiL in my Final
DrivEs… and Now
I’m KapuT!

hey, big
feLla!
am I too
heavy
for yA?

it’s not that!
no one’s
done PM on
my cables!

Keep the Kinks Out

Crewmen, don’t let your vehicle’s winch cables kink up your next recovery operation.

Taking extra care during AFTER PMCS will make sure those winch cables are ready
to do their job.
Spool out the cables on the
Spool out
main and hoist winches slowly.
cables to
Just don’t spool them out too
prevent kinks
fast or the cables could unspool
and binds
completely.
While you’re at it, make sure
the hydraulic controls for the
boom, main winch, hoist winch
and spade are all working like
they’re supposed to.
If the winches were used, be sure to
check the cables for damage. Cables
Broken wires can make cable unserviceable
are unserviceable if there are three
broken wires per strand or six broken
wires per lay. Clean and lube good
cables like it says in the -10 TM.
You’ll find everything you need to
know about keeping the kinks out of
your recovery operations by following
the AFTER PMCS procedures in TM
9-2350-256-10 for the A1 and TM
9-2350-292-10 for the A2.
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Check Final Drive Oil Level Weekly
Crewmen,
be sure to
check the oil
level in your
M113-series
vehicle’s
final drives

Check oil level
in left- and
right-side final
drives weekly

every week
during PMCS,
just like it
says in the
-10 TM.

Low oil levels can damage the final drives and
knock your vehicle out of action in a hurry.

Check both gage rods each week and make sure
the oil level is between the ADD and FULL marks.

While you’re
at it, check
the oil for

contamination.
if the oil appears
milky, tell your
mechanic.
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That means
water has
gotten inside
and the final
drives will have
to be drained
and refilled.
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M119A2
Howitzer…

pm has
realLy got
the big guy
firiNg!

PM
Comes
Through
Again
if you want
your M119A2
howitzer
booming out
rounds like it
should, load
up on these
PM tips…

Give it regular exercise and lubing. If you park and forget your
howitzer, expect big problems when you’re finally ready to fire.
At least monthly, take it through its full range of motion and give
it a thorough lubing like it says in TM 9-1015-252-10. Two hours
will get the job done and save you big dollars and repairs later.
Now get
down and
give me 25
push uPs!

Pay special attention to the muzzle end of the
cannon tube during cleaning. Cracks caused by
pitting are showing up around the muzzle end
because units aren’t thoroughly cleaning there.
Propellant residue and broken-down grease form
an acidic solution that eats away the metal if
not cleaned off. Take off the muzzle brake and
clean with rags and CLP. A scouring pad may be
necessary for tough spots. Get one with NSN
7920-00-753-5242. Clean the bore following the
instructions in the -10. Do that after every firing.
Check for a loose sight mount
quick-release. If the quick-release is
loose, the mount won’t sit properly
and vibration can wallow out the
mount. Your repairman needs to
check the quick-release’s spring
washer for a .040-in gap. If the gap’s
wider, replace the spring washer
following the instructions in TM
9-1240-404-24&P. It’s a good idea to
replace the spring washer annually.
Make sure the M187 telescope
mount’s elevation knob moves freely.
It tends to freeze if ignored. Lube it
with CLP if necessary.
M187 mount
knob hard to
move? Lube
with CLP

Check for loose sight
mount quick-release

Elevate the muzzle to 1244 mils
before parking the M119A2.
This will reduce the compression
on the equilibrator springs. If
the muzzle is left at a lower
elevation, too much pressure
is put on the equilibrator
springs and they will wear
out sooner.
Elevate muzzle
to 1244 mils for
parking

I neEd
regular
exercise,
but not
This!

Don’t forget the recoil system. If your howitzer hasn’t been fired
or exercised in the last 90 days, give it a good workout. Exercise the
recoil like it says in WP 0151 of TM 9-1015-252-24 (Nov 12). This will
go a long way toward keeping your buffer and recuperator mission
capable and its internal seals lubricated and moving.

Clean muzzle area to prevent
cracks and pitting

Don’t over-torque the clamping nuts
for the direct fire mount. Once you hit
50 in-lb, stop. Torquing more than that
breaks the mount’s locking band.
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tactical vehicles

HMMWVs…

Hold Up on the Holddown

Sorry, bub.
You’re not
allowed in
the HMMWV.

Nuts! and here
I thought I
was moving up
in the world.

that’s it.
nice and
slow!

Dear Half-Mast,
We just got in some of the new Exide batteries, NSN 6140-01-4851472, to install in our M1097 HMMWV. Problem is, these batteries are a
little larger than the old 6TMF battery, so the holddown brackets won’t fit.
Is there an NSN for larger holddowns?
SFC J.S.W.

these articles

Dear Sergeant,
Unfortunately, no. Turns out Exide batteries aren’t approved for use in
HMMWVs. Since they haven’t been tested, there’s always a chance that using Exide
batteries could negatively affect some of the vehicle’s on-board systems.
Your best bet is to continue
using the 6TMF batteries,
NSN 6140-01-446-9498. The
HMMWV’s battery compartment
was specifically designed to hold
two of those batteries. If other
batteries are approved in the
future, we’ll let you know about
it in PS. By the way, those 6TMF
batteries are known readiness
drivers.
Battery compartment is specifically

on:

Drive away wttithery holddowns,

ba
• HMMWV pment shutdown,

special equi heel assemblies
w
and tire and re carrier and
e ti
• FMTV spar circuit breakers
trailer light EMTT
es H
• M978-seri hoses
tanker fuel

designed to hold two 6TMF batteries
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Find a New
Memory Jogger

HMMWVs…

Oh, man! I know
the battereis were
good last night.

-VR-VR-VR-VR-VR- R
V
VR
R
V
R
R -V

Moms are great
at reminding us to
do stuff.
But now that
you’re in the Army,
it’s up to you to

is your vehicle
equipped with a rearmounted radio, a commo
shelter or is it an
ambulance or an arctic
personnel carrier?
yes,
it is.

You

have to make
sure all those
electrical
switches are
off before you
leave the truck.

-VR -VR -VR -VR -VRlisten
- VRup!R
V
R
V
R
R -V

remember

things like
turning off
special equipment
in your HMMWV.

then

Turning off the
master switch on
the dashboard

does not
turn off the
battery power
to the equipment
in the back!

So if you’re
not sure where
all of ‘em are,
find out.

FMTV…

Snug Up Spare Tire Carrier

The FMTV’s
spare tire
weighs in at
a hefty 350
pounds.

Great! LOoks
like I’m gonna
have to change
that flat tire.

So when you’re
moving it from
the stowed
position, the
last thing you
need is the tire
moving around
in its carrier.

if the
spare tire
is loose
enough,
it’ll snag
and damage
the tool
kit storage
box that
sits just
below the
tire.
And since
you have
to muscle
that
wedged
tire loose,
it can also
be tough
on your
back.

careful, pal!
my spare tire is
a little loose in
its carrier!
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One switch that often gets
left ON is the one for the rear
overhead lights in the arctic
personnel carrier.
it has three positions, but
only one—the center position—
turns the lights out when the
rear door is closed.

Leaving the switches
on drains the
batteries. By the next
day, they’ll be too
weak to start your
truck.
Now picture yourself
out there untangling
the slave cables as
you work to get your
vehicle running again!

NOoOooO!!

Arctic
personnel
carrier
light
switch
in OFF
(center)
position?

And leave Mom
alone. She’s
putting for a
birdie on the
back nine!
lemMe guess,
dear. you
forgot to turn
off the special
equipment
again, didn’t
you?

PiCk the Right
Tire and Wheel Assembly

HMMWVs…

Hey, we just
got in some
new 24-bolt
tire and wheel
assemblies.

You’re finally
gonna get that
new front tire
you’ve been
needing.

HMmM… Did you check
the tires? I’ve got
Goodyear MT tires, so
my replacement will
have to be the same.

So make all of those switches
your last check before
buttoning up your HMMWV for
the night.

With the spare tire snug in its
carrier, you won’t have to worry
about snagging the storage box the
next time you need to change a flat.

Take the
slack out
of tire
movement
with a simple
adjustment
to the
carrier’s
chain.

PS 749
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SSG E.J.F.
This may get a
little complicated,
sergeant, so bear
with me.

Open the chain adjuster and move
the chain up a link or two. You’ll
need to make this adjustment to
both the top and bottom chains.

Open
chain
adjuster
and move
chain up
1-2 links

Dear Half-Mast,
In my unit, we’re seeing a lot of the new 24-bolt tire and wheel assemblies
installed on our HMMWVs. But there are still quite a few of the 12-bolt
assemblies out there, too.
Is it OK to mix 12- and 24-bolt assemblies on the same vehicle?

There are three different
tire and wheel assemblies
available for the HMMWV.
So first, let’s learn a
little more about them.

Just remember that the carrier’s
chain will need to be tightened
a little more when putting a flat
tire in the carrier.
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NSN 2530-01-493-5859:
This assembly has a
12-bolt rim and a
Goodyear MT load
range D tire.
The 12 bolts are
evenly spaced around
the rim and the tire
will have the load
range (D ) stamped
on the sidewall.

Mixing Assemblies
now Here’s
where it gets

complicated!
in other
words, if
your vehicle
is equipped
with NSN
2530-01-4935859, any
replacement
assembly
must also be
that NSN.

Mistake #1

You

cannot
mix one
assembly
NSN with
another
assembly
NSN.

Both the -5859 assembly and
the 12-bolt -2138 assembly
look very similar. Both have
evenly spaced 12-bolt rims and
both have load range D tires.

This rule
holds true
for the
other two
assemblies
as well.

You can tell these two
assemblies apart by looking at
the manufacturer’s name and
model stamped on the tire’s
sidewall. The -5859 assembly has
the Goodyear MT tire and
the -2138 assembly comes with
either the Goodrich Baja or
Goodyear MT/R tire.

Solution #1

NSN 2530-01-558-2138:

Mistake #2

This assembly can
come with either
a 12- or 24-bolt rim
and
either a Goodrich Baja
or Goodyear MT/R
load range D tire.

it’s also easy to mix up the
24-bolt -2138 assembly with the
24-bolt -8620 assembly, since
both come with either a Goodrich
Baja or Goodyear MT/R tire.

Solution #2

The bolts on these
assemblies are evenly
spaced around the rim
and both tires will
have the load range
(D ) stamped on the
sidewall.

Any of the assemblies under this NSN (12- or 24-bolt, Goodrich Baja or
Goodyear MT/R) can be mixed on the same vehicle with no problems.

There are two ways to tell the
two assemblies apart.

First, look at the bolt spacing.
The bolts on the -2138 assembly
are evenly spaced around the rim.
The bolts on the -8620 assembly
are arranged in tandem around
the rim.

However, because of
similarities between the three
assemblies, it’s easy to make
two common mistakes if you
don’t pay close attention.

Second, look at the load range
stamped on the tire’s sidewall.
The -2138 assembly will have a “D”
stamped on it. The -8620 assembly
will be stamped “E.”

NSN 2530-01-563-8620:
This assembly
comes with either
a 20- or 24-bolt rim
and
either a Goodrich Baja
or Goodyear MT/R load
range E tire.

it’s also important to
note that all three of
these tire and wheel
assemblies (NSNs 2530-01558-2138, 2530-01-493-5859
and 2530-01-563-8620) are
known Readiness Drivers.

The bolts on these
assemblies are
arranged in tandem
around the rim and both
tire types will have the
load range (e ) stamped
on the sidewall.
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M978-Series HEMTT Tankers…

don’t fuel around with hoses!
WoW!

What happened
to Weiss?

He had to learn the
hard way where to
store the fuel nozzle
on his HEMTT tanker!

Keep Reel Real Straight

Take your
time when
reeling in the
fuel hose.
Go too fast
and the hose
won’t wind in
evenly.

A poorly stacked hose can stick out past the reel far enough
to touch the rear door. As you drive the tanker, a hole gets worn
into the hose where it rubs against the door. The tanker is NMC
for fueling operations until the hose is replaced.
Unevenly
wound
hose...

...rubs agains

t door

Drivers, the
next time you
take your M978series tanker
out for fueling
operations,
remember
these tips…

Take HAV for a Walk

The hand-activated valve (HAV) likes to be leisurely walked
back to its reel. Never let it go flying back into place. Even if
the HAV is lucky enough to make it through the reel window
on the fly, it still takes a beating. The jolts on the air lines can
be bad enough to pull the hoses away from the control.
If that happens, fix the HAV yourself. Just cut off a couple
inches of hose and push it back over the fitting. Then secure
the hose in place with a screw-type hose clamp, NSN 4730-00363-4102.

Muzzle the Fuel Nozzle

Once the fuel hose is reeled in, what do you do with it? Some Soldiers lay it on top
of the reel so it’s easy to get to the next time it’s needed.
There are at least two good reasons why that’s a bad idea. First, that lets the hose
stick out far enough to rub against the door. Second, the nozzle can catch on the
module light’s wiring and rip it loose. Third, the next time you open the door, you’re
likely to get conked on the head by a falling fuel nozzle!
Store fuel nozzle
under reel

Use clamps to reattach hoses

Ball stop

While you’re at it, make sure the hoses have a ball stop, NSN
5340-01-361-2014. If you accidentally let go of the HAV, the
ball stop takes most of the punishment instead of the air hose.

PS 749
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Don’t
leave fuel
nozzle
on top of
reel

Always slide the fuel nozzle through the reel
window when you’re finished. That keeps both
the hose and your head in good condition.
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FMTVs…

Lights Out?

Construction
Equipment…

Check the Breaker

Man! I’m really
tired of having to
check these old
wet-cell batteries
all the time.

How ‘bout
getting
me some
maintenancefree AGM
batteries,
then?

whadaya mean
the lights don’t
work? they were
fine yesterday!

Ever hook up a trailer
to your FMTV, only to
find that the trailer
lights aren’t working?

That
can
easily
happen if
there’s
a power
surge
during
hookup.

The next step is usually to
call in your mechanic. Then he
goes through hours and hours
of troubleshooting, trying to
figure out the problem.

But the solution
could be as simple
as a tripped circuit
breaker.

L ooking to replace the wet cell batteries in your construction equipment? Maintenance-

Just reset
circuit
breaker
44 and
see if that
fixes the
problem.
You’ll find
the circuit
breaker
box under
the panel
on top
of the
passenger
side dash.

later…

Switch to AGM Batteries
free absorbed glass mat (AGM) batteries are the way to go.
Here’s a list of

Vehicle

NSN 6140-

dozers…

621B scraper
D7F dozer

01-485-1472
01-485-1472
01-457-5469
(Optima yellow-top
w/threaded stud terminals)
01-502-4973
(Optima yellow-top
w/automotive terminals)
01-502-4405
(Optima blue-top
w/automotive terminals)
01-557-6221
(Exide XRF-31E AGM-200)

AGM batteries for
your 621B scraper
and D7F/G/R II

Reset circuit breaker 44 for trailer lights

D7R II dozer

they’re workin’
now! GoOd calL
on that circuit
breaker.

The D7G dozer doesn’t have an approved AGM variant. Continue using the 908D wet cell
battery, NSN 6140-01-475-4243, or the 908D gel battery, NSN 6140-01-457-5280.
There is one other option: You can replace each 908D battery with two AGM batteries,
NSN 6140-01-485-1472. The 908D battery is roughly the same size as two of these AGM
batteries and they have similar cold cranking amp ratings.
NOTE: Highlighted NSNs are known readiness drivers.
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AGSE…

aviation

Aviation Tools Have Come a LoO ong Way

H elicopters!

• Common
Aviat

Tool System

ion

• Cockpit w
eather

protection

I’m the new
ToOl box!

I’m
the new
ToOl
box!

I’m the new
ToOl box!

I’m the new
ToOl box!

Buckle
up Tight
for These
Aviation
stories!

Before 1995

1995

2008

2015

Legacy “Red”
Tool Box

NATS
Tool Box

Kipper Reset
Tool Box

CATS
Tool Box

Mechanics, the aviation ground
support equipment (AGSE)
product manager is beginning to
field the new common aviation
tool system (CATS).

CATS is replacing the new aviation
tool system (NATS) and the kipper
reset tOol bOx. it includes aerospace
and industrial quality tools that are
housed in drawers with foam cutouts.

included in each tool kit is an illustrated
component list which shows the storage
location for tools in each drawer.
I found
it! this is
where I
belong!

That simplifies inventory and reduces the
risk of foreign object damage (FOD).
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Hydraulic tool kit (HYTK),
NSN 5180-01-628-2370

CATS is
made up
of several
different
tool kits.
These kits
include…

General mechanics tool kit (GMTK),
NSN 5180-01-628-2375

Sheet metal tool kit (SMTK),
NSN 5180-01-628-2376

Technical inspection tool kit (TITK),
NSN 5180-01-628-2372

Power plant tool kit (PPTK),
NSN 5180-01-628-2371

CATS
fielding
should be
done by
the 4th
quarter
of FY17.

Powertrain tool kit (PTTK),
NSN 5180-01-726-2374

Electrical tool kit (ELTK),
NSN 5180-01-628-2373

To keep current on
AGSE information,
click the AGSe tab
on the JTDI website.

https://jtdi.mil

All active,
National Guard and
Reserve MTOE and
specified TDA units
will receive CATS
to replace their
existing NATs.

A CAC login
is required.

CATS!
PS 749
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CH-47D/F…
hey, smitty,
looks like it’s
goNna rain cats
and dogs. close
the cockpit
windows before
you go!

is that
her, HalfMast?

OK. I’ll
batten
down the
hatches
before the
storm.

That’s
hEr! The
U-1206!

Yes,
Connie!

Protect
Cockpit
from
Elements

we’ve
FouNd…

M

echanics, as long as you batten down
Don’t
the cockpit hatches, your Chinook is
leave
well protected from the weather.
cockpit
The weather we’re talking about is
windows
open in
rain. Your Chinook cockpit contains
showers
electrical equipment, including multifunctional displays. You should never
leave the cockpit windows open
because a sudden rain shower and
electricity don’t mix.
The right (pilot) and left (co-pilot) cockpit circuit breaker panels, generally referred
to as the AC and DC electrical panels, sit next to the windows. If rain contacts the
circuit breakers, you could be looking at fried breakers and wiring damage.
If the cockpit windows
are accidently left open
Water can damage electrical panels
during a shower, let the
breakers dry before you
start your aircraft. Then,
if you turn on the aircraft
and circuit breakers pop
or nothing works, it’s time
to call your electrician.
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March 28, 1945,
Kiel, Germany…

Kapitan
Schlitt, you
must listen
to me!

This new toilette requires great
care in flushing. The old toilette
had a two-valve system.

Yes, yes, twovalves, right.

Kapitan! it
is much more
complicated
than the old
system.

But that
toilette could
only be used
in shallow
dives. This new
toilette has a
high-pressure
valve system
so it can be
used for deepwater dives,
but it must be
flushed with
great care in
the proper
sequence.

Complicated! I command the
most complicated vessel to
ever sail under the seven
seas and you’re talking to me
about a toilette!? Go! Raus!
We’re done here. Schnell! I
must get underway!

BECOME BIG PROBLEMS LATER.

The Scottish
women APPEAR
to be quite
large and
unattractive,
Herr Leutnant.
Take a look.

8 miles off
the coast of
Peter Head,
Scotland…

Those
are men,
Kapitan.

slaM!

HA! PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT MAY SEEM
AARUG UNIMPORTANT. SMALL DETAILS IGNORED NOW CAN
749 28-29.indd 1-2

April 14, 1945,

Those are
kilts, Sir.

Are you sure?
They’re wearing
skirts.

{urrrp}
Yes, yes.
Of course
they are.

I need to go to the
library. Immediately! You
have das boot, LEUTNANT.
yes,
Kapitan!
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That toilette will be the death
of us. Send for the seaman that
had the toilette training.

Like
the
foot
of
water
that is
on the
deck.

Surely we
had him train
someone else.
Don’t tell me
he is the only
one on board
who has
been potty
trained.

He’s sick,
Kapitan!

Whew! I
wouldn’t go
in there if I
were you.

Kapitan, it’s
a submarine.
I’m already
in there.

But we have
greater worries
than a nasal
assault.

Sir, he’s the
only one on
board who has
been potty
trained.

I told you
not to tell
me that!

!

PS 749
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HA
AARUG

I don’t care
how sick he is.
Get him… or
we’re sunk!

THOSE TRAINED MUST TRAIN OTHERS.
KNOWLEDGE MUST BE SHARED.

2/24/15 4:59 PM

that smelL is

Well?

chlorine gas.
it comes from
our batteries
when salt
water floods
over them.

Chlorine gas
will kill us all!
We must surface
and get fresh air
into das boot.

How did the batteries
get flooded with
salt water? Don’t
tell me they’re
located right below
the toilette!

Kapitan,
I have
good
news
and bad
news.

And what
is the bad
news?

What is the
good news?

Kapitan,
das krapper
ist kaput!

Surface!
Surface das
boot!

!

HA!
AARUG
I warned
you! We serve
too much
sauerkraut
on this boot.

So be it. We will just have to
hold it until we get back to
German-controlled waters.We
cannot surface here without
being destroyed.

No, Sir. Not
that. That!
We’re ten
miles off
the coast of
Scotland.
209 feet
below us lies
the rusted
remains of the
U-1206.

32

A-n-t-i-c-i-p-a-t-i-o-n! THE HEART OF
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE IS RECOGNIZING
WHAT MIGHT BECOME A PROBLEM.
it’s odd
thinking
about
a toilet
bringing
down a
mighty ship
of war.

But four
Sailors on
the U-1206
died in the
waters
around me.

When it
surfaced that
April day, it
was bombed by
the British.

!
f!
sniff snif

Kapitan, do
you smell
that?

749 32-33.indd 1-2

Why do you keep
telling me things
I tell you not to
tell me?

HA
AARUG

The water is shut off
and the sub will not
sink…unless you want
it to, of course.

PS 749

Kapitan, they
are located
right below
the toilette!
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SmaLL ArmS

is there
some small
thing that
you’re
not doing
maintenance
on because
it’s not
worth your
trouble?

Listen! Can you hear that? it
sounds like a submarine dive
alarm issuing a warning.

Are you holding on
to knowledge that you
should be sharing with
others because you
don’t have the time?

I hope ps
has some good
info this month
on cleaning
weapons.

I’m
gOnNa
need it.

•
•
•
•
•

Slog through these articles on:
Small arms PM tips
P-D-680 solvent replacement
Mortar round counts
MK 19 mandatory replacement parts
Carrying M240, M249 machine guns
safely

You’re an expert,
but is your
training up-todate? has your
equipment advanced
beyond your
knowledge?
When was the last
time you looked
around your
shop, hangar,
motor pool
or maintenance
bay and looked
for potential
problems…

…hazards
from things
that could
fall on you
or cause
you to fall;
things that
are improperly
stored or not
stored at all.

or maybe, just
maybe, you have
an old latrine
now used as
storage for
something like…
say chemicals that
shouldn’t be mixed
with water. But
that latrine has
a commode with a
leaky tank and…

AARUGHA!
PS 749
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Big
Tips

here’s some
great advice
from Ft Polk
to keep your
weapons in
great shape!

right! These tips
will help Soldiers
and their weapons!

for
Small
Arms

Dear Editor,
While repairing small arms at Ft Polk, I’ve come up with several tips that will
help units keep their weapons on the active list.
Don’t slam the M2 machine
gun feed cover shut. That
causes several problems. Soldiers
forget to first put the extractor
in the down position and then the
extractor is damaged. Slamming down
the cover can also bend the feed
lever and cause the lever to take
out chunks of the bolt. The best
way to load the M2 is to first guide
the cover into the locked position.
Then push the rounds into the feed
tray with your fingers and cycle the
weapon twice. You’re ready to fire.

ouch!!!

there
Goes my
extractor!

If your unit has mortars, M1-series tanks or howitzers,
make sure someone in your unit has access to the TULSA
site. It’s not only important to fill out the DA Form 2408-4,
Weapons Record Data Card, every time you fire, but also to enter
the information in TULSA. That’s impossible if no one has access to
it. This often happens when Soldiers rotate out of a unit. Go to:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/index.cfm
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hey, don’t
forget the
rest of my
stuFf! They’ll
nEed all that
to do the
services.

When you send
in your mortar for
services, include
everything: tube,
sight, baseplate, and
bipod. To correctly do
the services, your 91F
needs the entire system.
All of the components
must be gaged together.

Don’t forget the
traversing mechanisms and
tripods for the M2, M240,
M249 and MK 19 machine
guns. They are often ignored
and end up rusted and ruined.
Include the tripods and traversing
mechanisms in the quarterly
inspections. When you send in
your weapons for services, also
send in the traversing mechanisms and tripods so they can be
gaged together.

I wish they
would pay
me a little
atTention.

I need PMCS
just as much as
the machine guns!

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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Protect M2 barrel
threads. M2 barrels are
constantly being tossed in
trucks. That bangs up the barrel
threads. If the threads become
too damaged, the barrel is ruined.
The best barrel thread protection
is the protective cap, NSN
5340-01-552-0082. But if
you’re missing the caps a good
temporary fix is an AOAP bottle.
Just cut off the end of the
bottle and screw it on the barrel.
A sports drink bottle works, too,
if you clean it out first.
Store the M4/M16
backup sight in the down
position…and leave it on. If
you leave the sight up, soon it’s
broken off. But if you remove it,
you don’t have a backup sight if
your main sight fails.
CW2 Levi McClure
94th BSB
Ft Polk, LA

Old AOAP bottle protects M2 barrel threads

P-D-680 Is History
time for
you to go,
p-d-680!

I’m taking your place
because you’re nO good
for the enviroment!

Dear Half-Mast,
As far back as 2005, P S told Soldiers to stop using P-D-680
dry cleaning solvent because it was bad for the environment. But it’s
still available in the supply system. Is it now OK to use?
Mr. J.M.

Keep backup sight
in down position

Whew, Chief! You’ve
just given small
arms folks a large
amount of help.
Thanks for sharing
your experience.

No, sir, it’s
not OK to use
P-D-680.

No one should
be using it.

you’re
welcome,
BoNnie. I’m
glad I could
help!

And we’re puzzled
why it’s still
available in the
supply system.

it’s been replaced
by MIL-PRF-680
cleaning solvent.
it does a good
cleaning job
and includes
different solvent
types to choose
from, depending
on your cleaning
operation.
it’s much
better for the
environment than
P-D-680 .

Small arms repairmen
need to remember that
cleaning solvent not only
does a good job cleaning
off carbon, but it also
cleans off all lube.
So after you use solvent,
you need to completely
re-lube the weapon. Otherwise, it has no protection
against corrosion.

For small arms,
order a gallon
of the Type II
version with NSN
6850-01-474-2319
for about $22.
Any mention of

P-D-680 will be
removed from
future small
arms TM s.
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Mortars…
well,
that was
a good
firing
day. I’m
outTa
here!

KEEP
COUNTING
ROUNDS

M240-Series,
M249 Machine Guns…

pu t me down!

I’m not going
anywhere with you
unless you safely
CarRy me. We don’t
want any Nasty
dischArges!

hold on there,
spEedy! first
record how many
rounds I fired!

Every time you fire your mortar it should be recorded on the DA Form 2408-4, Weapon

Record Data Card, and then transferred to the electronic gun card in TULSA.
This is especially true if you’re firing the M224A1 mortar. It uses the 60mm M225A1
cannon tube. That cannon tube is deadlined after 10,000 rounds or when its bore diameter
reaches 2.404 inches, whichever comes first. If you’ve lost count of how many rounds have
been fired, a high count has to be assumed. The M225A1 may be deadlined too soon.
There is no round count limit for other mortar cannon tubes, but there’s still a requirement to track rounds fired.
Enter 2408-4 information at TULSA: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/guncard/index.cfm
For more on inspecting cannon tubes, see TM 9-1000-202-14 (Feb 99, with Change 5, Jan
11), Evaluation of Cannon Tubes.

Careful How You Carry
both
the M240
and M249
machine
guns fire
from the
open bolt
position.

That means
pushing the cocking
handle forward…
riding the bolt
forward…
could cause a
round already
chambered to fire.

That’s why you should carry
the M240 or M249 with the
safety set to FIRE, its bolt
forward, and no round in the
chamber. don’t put the gun on
SAFE with the bolt forward!
a round in the chamber or
on the feed tray is a fatal
accident waiting to happen.

MK 19 Machine Gun…

Mandatory Parts Replacement
No Longer Mandatory
Dear Editor,
I’m seeing units following the MK 19 machine gun mandatory replacement
parts list that was in the 2004 version of TM 9-1010-230-23&P. But
the Aug 12 version eliminated the mandatory replacement list. That means
the parts should be replaced only as needed.
But when I tell units this, they don’t believe me. It would help if you told
them, too.
SSG Charles Beeman
701st BSB
Ft Riley, KS

PS 749
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Always clear your M240
or M249 before you ride
the bolt forward.

if you’re hazy on how to clear your machine gun,
check out the clearing procedure in the M249’s
TM 9-1005-201-10 OR the M240’s TM 9-1005-313-10.

if the bolt is locked to the rear, the safety MUsT be set to SAFE!
you can safely carry
the M240 or M249
three different ways:

• Bolt forward, set to FIRE,
no round in chamber

• Bolt forward, set to FIRE,

with rounds positioned
for chambering when the
weapon is charged (you’re
expecting engagement)
• Bolt locked to rear, set
to SAFE, with or without
rounds chambered

Opposite
side view
Safety
Cocking
handle

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
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M41
PATS…

Clean Air Causes Dirty Problem
Fret not,

aRrGH!

young PATS!
I can take care

I can’t work
in here!
this air is

of that!

Sentinel
Radar
System…

CLAMP PROBES WORK BEST

OuCh!

you just
shorted out
my relay.

too clean!!

don’t
use those
probes
on me!

Dear Editor,
Troubleshooting the Sentinel involves testing
many relays. We’ve found that using standard
probes can short out the relays, damaging
expensive circuit cards.
By using mini-grabber test leads, NSN
6625-00-565-8642, we’ve been able to
avoid that problem. The mini-grabbers fit over
the regular probes and are part of the Sentinel
electronic tool kit.

Mini-grabber test leads work best for troubleshooting

The M41 protection
assessment test system
(PATS) needs slightly
dirty air to do its job.

Filter efficiency in modern heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems make it tougher to get that
slightly dirty air. One recent test found with the HVAC system
off, the ambient particle count was 10,000-12,000 particles
per cubic centimeter. But once the HVAC was turned on, the
count dropped to an average of 1,000 particles, which can
prevent PATS from doing its job.
The PATS TM says the solution is to burn a candle in the
room where you’re testing. Unfortunately, that will foul the
M41 optics after just a few times. Then PATS has to take a
trip all the way to Redstone Arsenal to have its optics cleaned
or repaired.
Fortunately, there’s a cheap fix: an ultrasonic humidifier. It
adds enough particles to the air so that PATS can operate.
The bad news is that there are no ultrasonic humidifiers in
the supply system. The good news is that you can go to your
local big box store and buy one for around $30. That’s much
cheaper than repairing the PATS’ optics.
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Charlie Duran
Ordnance
Detachment
Ft Sill, OK

if the air’s particle
count is borderline,
it can’t accurately
test CBRn masks.

Editor’s note: We’ve
probed your suggestion
and found it good.

HIMARS…

Window Laminate NSNs?
Dear Half-Mast,
The HIMARS IETM gives the process for replacing the truck windows’
laminate when they get too beat up to see through. But the NSNs listed
are no good. How do you get the laminate?
CW3 M.T.

Dear Chief,
First of all, this problem is going away. The HIMARS windows are being
replaced by a PM-FALS team with Sapphire Glass Polycarbonate Transparent
Armor, which doesn’t use the peel/ply windows.
But in the meantime, you can use these NSNs to order 6-layer peel/ply:
• Driver’s side (roadside), NSN 2541-01-607-6814
• Passenger’s side (curbside), NSN 9330-01-607-7801
• Side doors, NSN 9330-01-607-8254
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Say Hi to
HIMARS
Tips

Here’s some
goOd aDviCe
from FT siLl.
You Got
that Right,
Half-Mast!

Dear Editor,
While keeping the HIMARS up and running at Ft Sill, we’ve come up with a
few tips that will help other units.
Keep an eye on the brake line fittings. They’re made of plastic or
brass and tend to crack. Then the brake lines leak.
Remember, you can’t drive the HIMARS like an MLRS. The
HIMARS is a truck, not a track. If you drive it over bushes or rocks, things
under the chassis might be damaged. As a general rule, you should drive slow
and easy if you’re going cross-country.
you must
ha
me confus ve
ed
with an ML
Rs!

hey,
slow
Down!

Check the LLM hinge pivot
point for cracks. Be sure to
inspect both sides of the pivot point.
Sometimes cracks look like chipped
paint. If the pivot point gets too bad,
the launcher could actually separate
from the chassis during firing.

Eyeball the position of the
leaf
springs
during
PMCS.
Sometimes they slip out of position
during travel. That can cause the leaf
spring container to break, which could
ruin the suspension.

Leaf springs out of position?
LLM hinge pivot
point cracked?

ke
I can’t ta
try
rough coun d!!
ee
at this sp

No lifting to tow. The considerable weight of the launcher can bend the
frame if HIMARS is towed with its wheels off the ground. HIMARS should be
towed with all wheels on the ground at a maximum speed of 30 mph and for
no more than 100 miles. If you’re towing more than a short distance, remove
the drive shafts.
Check the commander’s hatch
Eyeball the door seals. If
hinge for cracks during PMCS.
they’re cracked or gouged, the
The hinge bar mounting blocks are
cab can’t seal.
welded and they sometimes crack. That
can make it impossible to seal the cab.
Door seals
During travel, the hatch could suddenly
cracked or
crash down if the hinge breaks.

gouged?

Remember HIMARS has its own tire assembly. The HIMARS
assembly is aluminum and the FMTV’s is steel. Use an FMTV tire assembly only
in an emergency and remember to use the steel lug nuts that are part of your
BII. It includes one set each of left- and right-side steel lug nuts. Replace the
FMTV tire assembly as soon as possible with a HIMARS assembly.
OK, I got
the aluminum
one this time!

Commander’s hatch hinge cracked?

PS 749
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CW3 Michael Tyler
1-14 FAR
Ft Sill, OK

Editor’s note: You just made things
easier for HIMARS units, Chief. Thanks.
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How to Get
Air Cleaner Assembly

5-kW TQG…

Listen up:to these commo

articles on
aner
• 5-kW TQG air cle
ly
assemb
onent MEL
• SINCGARS comp
s
ge
an
ch
ormation
• JTT-SR repair inf antenna
p
loo
• AS-4710/VRC
n
tio
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{BleH!} I’m
not fEeLin’
right.

that’s ’cause your
air cleaner assembLy
is Kaput, bUddy.
I just saW
the SkinNy in PS
on how to get
you a new one.
I’ll order it
right now!

Dear Half-Mast,
My unit has a 5-kW MEP-802A tactical quiet generator (TQG) that
needs a new air cleaner assembly. TM 9-6115-641-24&P (Oct 96)
gives a PN of 88-21062 for the assembly, but that PN doesn’t cross
to an NSN. Can you help?
SGT H.R.
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Dear Sergeant,
Sure can. Here’s the scoop. Your item’s SMR code is XD. An XD-coded
item is not stocked and should be ordered through local purchase or normal
supply channels using the CAGE code and PN, if no NSN is available.
The Communications-Electronics Research Development and Engineering
Center (CERDEC) explained there’s no NSN for this generator’s air cleaner
assembly because demand is too low. The whole air cleaner assembly is
rarely replaced because the filter element inside it can be replaced.
CERDEC also told us they are gradually replacing PM data with vendor
data so users can contact vendors directly for support. This has caused some
PN changes.
In your case, there has been an update to the PN. Order PN X006970 with
CAGE code 18265 on a DD Form 1348-6.
Or you can contact the supplier, Donaldson Company, at
(952) 887-3131 or through their website at:
http://www.donaldson.com
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MEL Changing for
Some Components

SINCGARS…

oh, boy!
oh, boy!
My MeL is
chAngiNG!

I geT
a New
Mel!

yeah!
yeah!

yay!

I’m so
excited!

Joint Tactical Terminal-Senior…

Where to Go for Repairs
You failed
the BIT test.
I’ve gotta get
you repaired.

Calm down, you
guys! The MEL’s
changing for only
a few of you. The
rest have to stick
with TB 43-0002-11.

Not to worry!
I found a POC
in this issue of
PS.

That HalfMast…ya
gotta love
him!

great
day!

I’m so
excited!
BoO
yah!

But my warranty
ran out! What
are we gonna do
now?

TB

43-0002-11 (May 79) has long been the go-to manual for
maintenance expenditure limits (MELs) on ground SINCGARS
components. However, CECOM LCMC has now issued an exception.
in support of ongoing mission
readiness, the MEL for the following
components is now at 100 percent of
replacement cost:

Component

NSN

Component

NSN

RT-1523E
RT-1523F
AM-7239E
AM-7238
AM-7238A
AM-7238B

5820-01-444-1219
5820-01-535-3667
5895-01-444-1218
5895-01-195-4844
5895-01-306-8093
5895-01-407-2627

RT-1523
RT-1523A
RT-1523B
RT-1523C
RT-1523D
AM-7239
AM-7239A
AM-7239B
AM-7239C
AM-7239D

5820-01-234-8093
5820-01-318-7990
5820-01-365-2725
5820-01-363-6929
5820-01-410-8981
5895-01-188-8819
5895-01-304-8389
5895-01-334-3164
5895-01-421-0093
5895-01-422-8781

Questions?
Contact CECOM’s David
Yanosik at DSN 648-6232,
(443) 395-6232, or by email:

david.w.yanosik.civ@mail.mil
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All other components will
keep the MEL percentage as
listed in TB 43-0002-11. That
includes these components…
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The warranty for the Joint Tactical Terminal-Senior’s (JTT-SR) legacy radio receiver,

NSN 5895-01-468-8221, and upgraded radio receiver, NSN 5820-01-584-4467, ran
out in Dec 14. So how do you get your JTT-SR repaired?
If you have a legacy receiver that fails the built-in test (BIT) for single board
computers (SBCs), contact Jeffrey Seeley at (443) 861-2458, (757) 303-7691 or email:
jeffrey.r.seeley.ctr@mail.mil
He has information on parts availability and replacement SBCs. Just remember to
provide the software version running on your failing receiver.
To get a new or repaired JTT-SR, you’ll need to order through the Army supply
system. You’ll receive full credit for your turn in if the items are received within 60
days. The old receiver will be repaired and returned to the supply system as a spare for
future orders.
if you don’t have turn-in access through SARsS,
contact one of these JTT-SR specialists for help…

Dana Chatman
Logistics Manager
(443) 861-2968
or email:
dana.n.chatman2.civ@mail.mil

Brad Wescott
Inventory Management Specialist
(443) 861-2950
or email:
brad.l.wescott.civ@mail.mil

For software support, contact the CECOM LCMC help desk at (443) 861-3972.
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AS-4701/VRC
Loop Antenna…

Uh-oh!
we’re headed
into trees!

Keep
Antenna

Yep! Get ready
to lose your
loop antenna
again!

MCPS Being Put Out to Pasture
Sorry old timer. it’s
time for you to go to
that old campground
in the sky!

That’s the problem
with you young whippersnappers. No respect
for your elders!

in the

Loop
the AS-4701/VRC loop antenna unit, NSN 5985-01-590-8364 (PN RF-3134-AT003), provides
excellent long-range communications in the field for the M142 HIMARS, M270A1 MLRS
and M1068-series command post carrier. Well, at least it does until you drive under a lowhanging tree limb that breaks it.
That’s happening way too often. But you can prevent that damage with
two different methods:
Method 1: Remove and stow the antenna before your vehicle goes on
the move. Then reinstall the antenna once you’ve reached the field site.
Here’s how:
1. Remove the antenna loop, NSN 5985-01-617-2517,
by unscrewing the butterfly screw at the base of
each end of the loop.

1

2. Unscrew the
stabilizing rod,
NSN 5985-01617-2480, from
the antenna’s
base, NSN
5985-01-6172515.

If your unit is still using the old modular command post shelter (MCPS), NSN

8340-01-334-7529 (tan) or NSN 8340-01-323-2454 (green), you already know the
problems. Age, connection problems, leaks, long setup and takedown times and no
electromagnetic interference (EMI) protection are just a few of the headaches.
That’s why units can now replace the MCPS with the modular general tent. This
new tent has many benefits over the MCPS, including:
• Quick 15-minute setup and takedown time.
• Easy mating to TMSS-medium, TMSS-large, rigid wall shelter vans, armored
multipurpose vehicle (AMPV) mission command carriers, and WIN-T satellite
transportable terminals (STTs).
• Reduction in mating connection problems and air gaps.
• Addition of external/internal EMI shielding material.

2

The new tents are available in tan or green and with or without EMI shielding.
They are authorized by CTA 50-909 under SLIN C40496 or NSLIN WF4029 and
have been tested at the Aberdeen Test Center at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
NSNs haven’t been assigned yet,
EMI
so you’ll need to order on a DD Form
Color
PN
Cost
Shielding?
1348-6 from RIC SMS using the part
Tan
No
SH202‐001T $5,100
number and CAGE 0WFM3.

Method 2: Remove and stow the stabilizing rod, then use a piece of cord to tie back
the antenna. That keeps the antenna out of the way of low-lying objects.

ed:
Here’s the info you ne

Tan
Green
Green

Yes
No
Yes

SH202‐003T $7,795
SH202‐001G $4,975
SH202‐003G $7,795

Either method only takes about five minutes to do and reinstallation is just as fast.
It’s definitely time well spent since a new loop antenna costs almost $3,000. Damage the
entire unit and it’ll set you back a cool $18,000!

Questions? Contact Jerry Harper, PM WIN-T, at DSN 648-8340, (443)
395-8340 or by email: jerry.k.harper.civ@mail.mil
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Logistics Management…

LogistiCs

VIE for Clean Data to
Surf GCSS-Army Wave 2
Just when you thought the turbulence
from Global Combat Support System-Army
(GCSS-Army) Wave 1 was settling down…

…there’s
another,

bigger
wave on the
horizon.

Scan these articles

on:
• GCSS-Army
Wave 2 fielding
• Go to TULS
A for TA

COM’s
safety and mai
ntenance
messages
• MSD mainten
ance tips
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GCSS-Army Wave 2 is fielding across the Army from 1QFY15 through
4QFY17. It will impact most PS readers.
The effects of this wave may feel more like an earthquake at the unit level.
That’s because major changes rolling in with Wave 2 change the way day-to-day
business is done.
Right now, many units use the Property Book Unit Supply Enhanced (PBUSE)
and Standard Army Maintenance System-Enhanced (SAMS-E).
Wave 2 sweeps PBUSE and SAMS-E away, replacing them with a single,
web-based solution. By the time it’s fully deployed, GCSS-Army will replace
all legacy maintenance, unit supply, property book and finance and materiel
management systems.

Click here for a copy of this article to save or email.
2/23/15 5:28 PM

The good news is that Wave 2
streamlines record management and
improves control procedures for
lateral transfers, reset induction
and other equipment transactions.

it also increases
accountability and visibility
of repair parts and
supplies by showing “real
time data” to customers.

identify…

• any equipment fault(s) without valid part
requisitions or work orders, and update
as required.
• all overdue dispatches that have not been
closed out in SAMS-E. Correct as necessary.

But successful Wave 2 migration depends on
a foundation of clean data. In order to minimize
data conversion errors, units must ensure their
data is clean prior to migration.
As Wave 2 crests on the horizon, here are the
steps units should take now to make sure this
GCSS-Army wave rolls over them as smoothly
as possible.

Ensure
that…

One way
to stay on
track is to
remember
the acronym
VIE when
it comes
to data
cleansing—

verify,
identify
and

ensure.

• all non-standard items are registered.
• all SAMS-E equipment is either on the property
book or on the unit supply hand receipt.
• all miles or hours for usage-tracked equipment
are updated in SAMS-E.
• all shop stock items have unique locations.
Correct any NIINs with duplicate locations or
location of “MANY.”
• all equipment in SAMS-E has the correct year
of manufacturer date. Visually verify
information on equipment data plates.

For more information or to check
when your unit is scheduled for
Wave 2 fielding…

…visit:

https://gcss.army.mil/

VIE for Clean Data
Verify
that…

749 54-55.indd 1-2

• Army Materiel Status System (AMSS) authorizations in
SAMS-E match authorized and on-hand quantities in PBUSE.
• all Equipment Readiness Code(s) (ERCs) in SAMS-E match
unit MTOE authorizations.
• equipment service due date data is accurate. Correct any
past due services and update SAMS-E.
• any equipment reported as non-mission capable is accurate.
• the latest version of the Maintenance Master Data File
(MMDF) is loaded in SAMS-E.
• all reportable equipment requiring scheduled services has
been added to SAMS-E, IAW Appendix B in AR 700-138,
Army Logistics Readiness and Sustainability (Feb 04).
• equipment operator licenses are up- to-date in SAMS-E.
• any items on the shop supply list identified as bench stock
meet the requirements IAW Paragraph 2-24 in AR 710-2,
Supply Policy Below the National Level (Mar 08).
• the “Parts Received Not Installed Report” is accurate.
• all reportable NSNs, serial numbers and registration
numbers in SAMS-E have been reconciled with PBUSE.
Correct any discrepancies.

The Logistics Support Activity’s
(LOGSA) Enterprise Data
Management Office (EDMO) also
offers data integrity reports
to assist units. Available key
reports include…

•
•
•
•
•

Inactive UICs with Assets on Hand
INS Code Mismatch
UICs with Open DODAACs
Asset Mismatch PBUSE SN/REG Numbers
Inactivated DRRS-A UICs in PBUSE

Data integrity reports are available on the 1st and 20th of each month. To access
the EDMO portal, follow the instructions at:
https://edmo.logsa.army.mil/Login.aspx
For EDMO questions or help, email:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.list.edmo-gcss-army-team@mail.mil
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Logistics
Management…

TULSA’s Got You Covered

Whoa.
You a
mirage,
oldtimer?

Nope. THAT
sign’S the real
mirage, fella!

yeah, I’m looking for some TACOM
maintenance messages on the HEMTT.
Someone said I gotta go to Tulsa.

No worries, pardner. I’ve got a
shortcut here fer ya that’s a lot
quicker than hiking to Oklahoma!

Looking for
safety or
maintenance
messages
for TACOM
LCMCmanaged
equipment?

On Maintenance Home
Page, enter equipment
name in search field to
pull up messages

Once equipment search
is done, scroll through
maintenance message
results

Repeat action on
Safety First Home Page
by entering equipment
name in search field

Again, when equipment
search is done, you can
view list of specific safety
messages

All you have to do is trOT on over to the

TACOM-Unique Logistics Support Applications ( TULSA)
website at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil

Here you’ll find
all of TACOM
LCMC’s safety
and maintenance
messages neatly
organized online.

You’ll need
your CAC.
first-time
TULSA users
must request
access.

if you need help accessing the
website, email TULSA’s helpdesk at:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-tulsa@
mail.mil

TULSA’s navigation bar links you to
maintenance or safety messages
Once you’re in, get maintenance messages by clicking
Maintenance Messages in the left-hand column. Find safety
messages by clicking Safety First in the same column.

If you’re looking for maintenance or safety messages on specific equipment, type
the equipment name in the search field on the main page. Scroll through the results
and click on the messages you want.
You can even get future messages emailed to you. Look for the E-Mail Subscriptions link in the navigation bar on both the maintenance and safety messages pages.
If you can’t find a specific safety or maintenance message that you need, email
your help request to:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-safety-of-use-mailbox@mail.mil
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Maintenance
Management…

Help Your MSD Help You!

aww-you
guys!

Dear Editor,
Part of my job at Ft Sill is helping units keep their Maintenance
Support Devices (MSDs) in top shape. Here are a few things to
remember about MSDs:
• Don’t get rid of MSD version 2 (V2) when you get the new version 3.
Unfortunately, some IETMs have not kept up with MSD technology. There
are still IETMs that will work only with MSD V2. If you’ve turned in your
V2, you’re up that famous creek without a paddle. You can find a list of
all the IETMs that do or don’t work with V3 at:

https://msd.us.army.mil

• The USB interrogator that is part of the smart wireless internal combusyou
shouldn’t
have!

s i gh…

huh?

well, looks like
they won’t need an
MSD V2 like me any
more. I’ll leave it
all to you.

some of the IETMs can only
be read by you! so yer gonna
need to stick around, buddy!

If fix is successful, you’ll get green light on both…

hey,
Hold On
a minute,
pal!

you love me!
you really
love me!

tion engine (SWICE) may need a little communication help with the wireless
diagnostic sensor-analog (WDSA). The first interrogators were green and
the later interrogators are black. Certain MSD programming was defaulted
to the green version. Here’s how to change to the black version:
-- Click on DS Test Set Selector from the MSD desktop.
-- Change to Spiral 3 (black case).
-- Click Save.
-- Click on the diagnostics software icon.
-- You should get a list of around 25 vehicles. Click on the vehicle
you’ll be working on. If the hookup was successful, you will get a
green light on both the interrogator and the WDSA.

…interrogator and…

well, I
wouldn’t go
that far.

…WDSA

Repairmen should learn how to use the MSD for
diagnostics. It makes troubleshooting a lot easier.

wow!
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Richard Stotler
Vencore
Ft Sill, OK

Editor’s note: Excellent tips, Richard. Remember when you get the MSD V3 to
make sure it has EMS NG viewer version 2.1.9 and EMS NG autonomous diagnostic
manager (ADM) version 3.10.4. If your MSD doesn’t have it, download it at:
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/ iles/26121198
If you have any problems, call the help desk at (877) 564-1137 or email:
APATS@redstone.army.mil
Repairmen, your MSD can help you. Don’t ignore it.
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MaxxPro Dash OGPK Hatch Seal

Connie's Post Scripts
HMMWV Brake Fluid

Crush Proof Drip Pans

The only approved brake fluid for your
HMMWV’s master cylinder is silicone brake fluid
), NSN
hydraulic
(BFS
Crush
proof9150-01-102-9455.
drip pans are reallyNever
handy use
for preventing
or transmission fluid in its place.

spills around the motor pool. Order them with these
NSNs:

And don’t confuse the master cylinder with
the power steering/brake booster reservoir.
The Dexron used for power steering will swell
seals in the master cylinder and lock up
your brakes.

Crush Proof Drip Pans
Crush proof drip pans are
really handy for preventing
spills around the motor pool.
Order them with these NSNs:

Size

NSN 494001-490-2455
01-490-2463
01-490-2470

3-gal
6 1/2-gal
15-gal

An improved rubber seal is available for the hatch on the MaxxPro Dash’s objective gunner
protection kit (OGPK) when the vehicle is upgraded to the CROWS split hatch configuration.
The new seal comes with NSN 5330-01-621-8912. Make a note until the NSN is added to the TM
9-2355-324-series parts manual.

M24 Binoculars NSN Corrections
Two NSNs were reversed in the M24 binoculars’ TM 9-1240-407-13&P. On WP 0017-3 and -4, the
NSN for the eyepiece dust cover is listed as NSN 6650-01-589-0551 and the NSN for the objective
lens cover as NSN 6650-01-589-0552. Switch those along with their part numbers. This will be
corrected in the next change to the TM.

M200A1 Semitrailer Landing Leg

M915 Coolant Filter Kit

Get a new landing leg assist for your M200A1
semitrailer with NSN 2590-01-633-8466. It will
be added to the Additional Authorization List
(AAL) in WP 0119 of TM 9-2330-205-13&P at
the next update.

Get a new coolant filter kit for your M915series truck with NSN 2940-01-184-1877. The
filter keeps the cooling system clean and
helps prevent corrosion. Replacement filters
come with NSN 4330-00-274-4712.

Tool Question?

Contacting Army Environmental Command
An alert reader discovered that a phone number printed in multiple Army pubs is wrong. The
toll-free number listed for the “Army Environmental Hotline” will get you a vacation pitch
instead. The correct number to reach the Army Environmental Command is (855) 846-3940. Or
email: usarmy.jbsa.aec.mbx@mail.mil

New AESD-W Email

parts bags

The Army Enterprise Service Desk-Worldwide
(AESD-W) has a new email address for support:
army.esd-w.support@mail.mil

Self-sealing plastic bags are a good
way to store small parts and hardware.
Order what you need with these NSNs:

AR 56-4 Revised
A major revision to AR 56-4, Distribution
of Materiel and Distribution Platform Management, went into effect in October 2014.
It covers container policy and registration.
Download the pub at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r56_4.pdf
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Size
(in inches)

NSN 8105-

Qty

4x4
6x6
8x8
11x10 1/2
12x12

00-837-7753
00-837-7754
00-837-7755
00-837-7756
00-837-7757

1,000
1,000
1,000
500
500
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Got a repair part, TM or general maintenance question about sets, kits, outfits or tools (SKOT)?
Get an answer from the equipment specialists at TACOM LCMC by sending an email to:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-group-actions@mail.mil

GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army website
for alerts, updated fielding and training
schedules and other important info. Visit:
https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at:
https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx

tire lube

nsns

Never use oil or grease to mount a tire.
Petroleum-based products will deteriorate
rubber. Instead, use a premixed tire lube with
a vegetable oil base. Get one gallon of the
lube with NSN 2640-00-256-5527. Five gallons
comes with NSN 2640-00-256-5529.
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